Faculty to appear on Weather Channel show

Several KU faculty members will appear on the episode “Gamma-ray Burst,” which is the second episode in the new Weather Channel series “Forecasting the End.” This episode is presently scheduled to air at 8:30 p.m. Thursday, March 21.

Incorporating fitness into curriculum

Joseph Donnelly, professor of internal medicine at KU Medical Center, is leading a study that helps teachers incorporate physical activity into their existing curriculum. The findings show students who get more motion in their day are achieving better educational outcomes than their peers who do not.

Energy conservation award

A School of Engineering assistant professor has won a statewide award for leading innovative research with a focus on real-world design and sustainable methods for powering vehicles.

KPR sponsors Garrison Keillor event

Kansas Public Radio and the Johnson County Community College Performing Arts Series are bringing Garrison Keillor to the stage March 27 in Overland Park as KPR celebrates its 60th anniversary.